S-372, Helicopter Management (Applies to 2009 Version)

An error has been found in the S-372 Final Exam. Question 8 is worded differently in the student test and the answer key, both are incorrect. Answers B and D are the same in the student test and both would be considered correct by instructors. Answer B, “agency maintenance pilot inspector,” in the answer key is a non-existent entity or position and should state, “agency maintenance inspector.”

The question should read:

8. Before a project flight, you check the pilot’s card and find he isn't approved for the mission; however, the pilot claims he is qualified. What must be done before you can continue the mission?

a. Have the local aviation manager give verbal approval to continue.
b. Contact an agency maintenance inspector for approval.
c. Contact a line officer for approval.
d. **Contact a helicopter inspector pilot for approval.**